
Friends,  
 
GDP 
It seems the economy is growing faster than most people expected.  The NBER revised 3Q GDP up last to 
3.2%, compared to an initial reading of 2.9% and expectation that growth would be revised to 3.0%.  The 
biggest drivers were corporate profits and exports.  Two thoughts: most people are expecting a Trump 
presidency to be positive for GDP growth, but it’s worth remembering that GDP growth we saw in the 
Q3 will have nothing to do with him; in fact he may just be inheriting an economy that’s already 
accelerating.  Second, if there was any doubt about the likelihood of an interest rate hike, the doubt has 
all but been thrown out the window, with the Treasury bond market predicting a 94% chance (according 
to Bloomberg) of a rate hike this month. 
 
OIL 
Last week, OPEC announced a surprise production cut (approx. 1% of global production, according to the 
WSJ) that pushed the price of oil up close to 10%.  Coupled with better-than-expected economic growth, 
it seems like the collapse in oil prices is behind us.  On the other hand, attached is a chart showing US oil 
and natural gas rig count, one measure of US production capacity.  According to First Trust, current oil 
rig counts remain far below the peak in 2014 (approx. 1500), and it’s interesting to note that the count 
has grown gradually but steadily to just under 500 in November, since bottoming at 316 in May.  It 
seems US producers are becoming more comfortable with the idea that the bottom in oil prices is 
behind us.  While the decline in oil prices might be behind us, rising rig counts will likely put a ceiling on 
prices, keeping them far below previous highs for the foreseeable future.  Based on the current supply 
and demand dynamic, it seems likely to me a range of $40-60/bbl seems more likely in the years ahead.   
 
HOUSING AND RATES 
Considering faster GDP growth, strong employment, but the possibility of higher mortgage rates, I came 
across a few housing market stats I found interesting.  First, housing prices have continued to improve, 
and those of you living in tight housing markets have likely already seen house prices exceed the pre-
housing crisis highs.  However, on a national level, the National Association of Realtors reported a 
median price of $232k for existing homes sold in October, compared to $228k 10 years ago.  Second, 
even though housing prices have recovered from the crash, fewer people are choosing to own 
homes.  The national home ownership rate has fallen from a high of 69% in 2004 to 63.5% currently 
(according to the Census Bureau).  That represents approx. 7 million households that are either choosing 
to rent, or to downsize to condos from single family homes.  And lastly, more people are keeping up 
with their mortgages.  The mortgage delinquency rate peaked at 10% following the housing crisis, but 
has since fallen to only 4.2% (according to the Mortgage Bankers Association), which is much closer to 
more “normal” long-term averages.    
HOT APPLE CIDER 
And now that we’re in the winter season, and based on positive feedback from my last culinary sharing, 
here’s one more.  As my kids left for school today, they told me one of their favorite things about the 
winter season is the smell of hot apple cider as they come in the door from school.  And it couldn’t be 
easier: 
1 gallon apple juice 
2-3 cinnamon sticks 
A dozen whole cloves 
1 orange, sectioned into 6 pieces 
Put all ingredients into your slow cooker on low in the morning (or low simmer on the stovetop).  It will 
make the house smell great all day and will be ready by the time they’re home.  Stay warm my friends! 



 


